
 
 
How to provide the classroom with a gift from the Wish List: 

 
 Choose the item you would like to purchase from the list below. 
 Write a check for the total amount of the order. 
  Place check in an envelope made out to MCH/PA and send to office. 
 Your gift is tax-deductible; receipts can be issued for donated items. 

 
Fish Size and Color Sorter……………………………………………………………………………….$ 39.00 
Six playful fish teach children about color and size. 
 
Tobbles Neo for Infant …………………………………………………………………………............$ 36.08 
6 weighted pieces in bright colors that stack, topple, nest and spin.  A unique grippable texture and design makes for 
an exciting tactile experience.  
 
Mighty Push Toy Bamboo Elephant…………………………………………………………………………………………$ 16.29 
This solid push and play toy moves gracefully across any hard surface. Made from sustainably harvested bamboo. 
 
Four Color Pie Mat………………………………………………………………………………………$ 97.69          
A colorful mat that wipes clean. 1 inch thick by 48 inch diameter 
 
Indestructible Wordless Picture Books (Set of 3)………………………………………………………$ 20.75 
Soft and paper-like books, yet waterproof and tear-resistant. The vivid artwork hold’s the child's interest.  
 
Clickity Twist…………………………………………………………………………………………….$ 18.90 
Twist and turn the center ball to make fun clicking sounds! Easy to grasp and hold with bright colors and multiple 
textures providing visual and tactile stimulation. 
 
Foam Wedge Mirror…………………………………………………………………………………….$ 114.95          
An acrylic mirror attached to a soft foam vinyl-covered wedge lets infants explore their reflection and practice pulling 
up.  
 
Wooden Bird Shaker……………………………………………………………………………………..$ 14.90 
Made of rubber wood, this beautiful bird shaker makes it is easy for small children to grasp and create music. 
 
Easel Mat…………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 41.56         
Keep floors clean and spills contained with this absorbent mat. Perfect for under art easels or anywhere extra floor 
protection is needed. Machine washable and dryable  
 
Ash I Can See Book Bin………………………………………………………………………………..$ 188.82          
A double sided book bin with see thru panels and a carrying handle for easy mobility.  
 

 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT! 
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